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We offer a wide selection of professional
card printers that are adapted to fit for  

businesses and organizations of all sizes.

With plastic card printers from the leading manufacturers in the industry, Magicard and Fargo gives 
you a printer that fits your needs. Our plastic card printers achieve a print quality beyond the ordinary 

and deliver a comprehensive range of printers with accessories. There are printers for both single- 
and double-sided printing, with or without lamination, as well as with Direct-To-Card or ReTransfer 

technology. Different models meet different needs regarding both capacity, functions and price.

Our card printers give you the opportunity to encode your card when its printed and 
personilised. You can encode both PKI or RFID cards with EM, Mifare™, iClass 

or DESFire chip. But perhaps most important of all is that we 
offer service and maintenance for all the machines we supply. 

With our knowledge and experience, we help you choose the 
right printer based on your needs.
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PRIMA 8 PLASTIC CARD PRINTER

Description Part No.

Printer Prima 8 – Singles sided 3760

Printer Prima 8 – Double sided 3761

Printer Prima 8 – Singel sided with RFID-encoder 3762

Printer Prima 8 – Double sided with RFID-encoder 3765

Printer Prima 8 – Double sided with magnetic encoder 3763

Printer Prima 8 – Double sided with magnetic- and RFID-encoder 3764

MAGICARD 300 PLASTIC CARD PRINTER 

Description Part No.

Printer Magicard 300 – Singel sided 3700

Printer Magicard 300  with magnetic encoder – Singel sided 3701

Printer Magicard 300  – Double sided 3703

Printer Magicard 300 with Mifare™ encoder – Singel sided 3702
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ACCESSORIES

Description Part No.

Cleaning set to Magicard 300 3092

Prima 8 Magicard 300

Magicard 300 - en robust, hållbar och pålitlig plastkortsskrivare

This plastic card printer offers a wide color spectrum and prints in 
300 x 300 dpi – perfect for photos on ID cards. It provides a more 
reliable representation of company logos and other images. The 
Magicard 300 is ideal for schools, colleges and medium-sized 
businesses that print up to 10,000 cards per year.

When it comes to secure and reliable ID card printing, you can trust 
the Magicard 300 to deliver. The printer takes advantage of Digital 
shredding™ which means that once the information has been used 
for a print job it is fragmented and scattered. This makes the  
information unrecoverable, a feature developed in response to the 
increasing global demand for regulation of personal information 
including initiatives such as European Union GDPR requirements.

A HoloKote® security watermark can be printed over the surface 
of the card. The Magicard 300 comes with 3 standard designs and 
allows you to add up to 3 custom layouts such as your company 
logo or any other unique security pattern.

Prima 8 - for the highest print quality

Using retransfer printing technology, Prima 8 quickly produces high 
quality photo ID cards in large volumes, comparable to offset printed 
cards. Prima 8 is a reliable and robust solution in a compact package. 
With a retransfer printing process, the images are first printed on a thin 
film and then heated on to the card surface. This produces a glossy, 
high-resolution image, printed just over the edge of the card.

A special dye sublimation, Ultraviolet (UV), can be used with Prima 8 
for printing invisible photographs, logos, text or symbols when issuing 
cards that require high security. The UV ink cannot be detected with 
the naked eye, but is only visible with the use of a UV light source. This 
special YMCK-UV tape offers an affordable yet highly secure feature to 
reduce susceptibility to counterfeiting.

Prima 8 can be equipped with a range of encoding devices to write 
secure electronic data to cards. Smart card encoding options including 
contact chip, Mifare™ DESFire® and iClass®. Special encoders with 
high security, for example EMV-accredited devices can also be adapted 
for payment card entry. Prima 8 can also be equipped with a built-in 
magnetic card encoder.
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ACCESSORIES

Description Part No.

Magnetic encoder HiCo / LoCo 3753

Contact free encoder for Mifare™, DESFire, iClass 3754

Lamination module – Singel sided 3751

Lamination module– Doubles sided 3752

Cleaning set 3093
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Magicard 600 Pronto100

MAGICARD 600 PLASTIC CARD PRINTER

Description Part No.

Printer Magicard 600 – Singel sided 3705

Printer Magicard 600 with magnetic encoder – Single sided 3707

Printer Magicard 600 – Double sided 3708

Printer Magicard 600 med mifarekodare – Singel sided 3706

ACCESSORIES

Description Part No.

Cleaning kit to Magicard 300 / 600 3092

PRONTO100 PLASTIC CARD PRINTER

Description Part No.

Printer Pronto100 - Singel sided 3715

Magicard 600 - the world's most reliable plastic card printer

Faster print speed, higher quality and optimized security features. The 
Magicard 600 integrates seamlessly with existing infrastructure to deliver 
secure ID card processing.

Plug and play – to get you up and running quickly and easily, the 
Magicard 600 integrates with existing network infrastructure via USB, 
minimizing installation time and requiring little technical knowledge.

This plastic card printer has an eye for detail and can print at 600 x 
300 dpi (monochrome), allows you to include microtext - and make it 
readable.

Magicard 600 offers superior quality with a wide color spectrum so the 
print becomes more vivid and colorful. This means a more true repre-
sentation of the subject – perfect for ID card photographs and a more 
accurate despiction of company logos or other images.

Pronto 100 - The smallest and fastest printer that is also a more 
environmentally friendly option

A compact, versatile desktop ID card printer for small volume 
production - perfect for membership clubs and small businesses. 
Pronto100 offers the markets highest speed in the smallest  
package. Lightweight yet robust, the Magicard Pronto100 is perfect 
for a reception or office environment. Its portability and versatility 
won't compromise on print performance, making it ideal for remote 
ID card production at events or out in the field. Combine it with any 
of our software and you've got an instant solution that can get you 
printing your ID cards within minutes.

The Pronto100 is the perfect printer for organizations looking to  
purchase sustainable products thanks to its use of recycled  
materials. Print full color cards or use thermally activated cards and 
print or erase and rewrite in black and white. Rewrited cards are 
ideal for visitor management or for printing loyalty cards. Save both 
the environment and money by rewriting cards up to 500 times.

ACCESSORIES

Description Part No.

Cleaning kit to Pronto 3090
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Ribbons and other accessories for printers

Do not hesitate to contact us if there is an accessory that you are missing below!

RIBBON AND LAMINATION 

 
Ribbon
Par.No Pronto Pronto100 Magicard 300 Magicard 600 Enduro+ Rio Pro 360 Prima 4 Prima 8

3020 Ribbon YMCKO (300 cards) X X X
3022 Ribbon YMCKOK (250 cards) X X

3018 Ribbon Black with Overlay (600 card) X X X

3010 Ribbon Black (1000 cards) X X X

3011 Ribbon Silver (1000 cards) X X X

3012 Ribbon Gold (1000 cards) X X X

3013 Ribbon White (1000 cards) X X X

3014 Ribbon Green (1000 cards) X X X

3015 Ribbon Blue (1000 cards) X X X

3016 Ribbon Red (1000 cards) X X X

3025 Ribbon YMCK + Transfer film (1000 cards) X

3026 Ribbon YMCKK (750 cards) X

3027 Ribbon YMCK-UV (750 cards) X

3045 Färgband YMCK + Transferfilm (1000 cards) X

3320 Laminat 0,6mil (600 cards) X X

3321 Laminat derailed för Chip, 0,6mil (600 cards) X X

3322 Laminat for Re-Write card (600 cards) X X

3046 Ribbon YMCKK (750 cards) X

3029 Re-transfer film (1000 cards) X X
3021 Ribbon YMCKO (100 cards) -  Pronto100 X

3005 Ribbon YMCKO (300 cards) -  Magicard 600 X

3006 Ribbon YMCKK (250 cards) -  Magicard 600 X
3017 Ribbon YMCKO (300 cards) -  Magicard 300 X
3018 Ribbon YMCKOK (250 cards) -  Magicard 300 X
3019 Ribbon black (600 cards)- Magicard 300 X

  

Contact us for all your questions  
and if you need assistance.

 We are happy to help!
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HDP5000

 

HDP5000

Description Part No.

Plastic card printer HDP5000 Standard 3830

Magnetic encoder to HDP5000 3831

Double sided unit (turning station) 3832

Lamination module - Singel sided 3840

Lamination module - Double sided 3841

Mifare™ encoder 3834

Encoder iCLASS, Mifare™/DESFire 3835

ACCESSORIES

Description Part No.

Ribbon YMCK (500 kort) 3110

Ribbon YMCKK (500 kort) 3111

Transfer film (1500 kort) 3112

Lamination 1,0 mil (250 kort) 3125

Holografic lamination 0,25mil - High Secure Orbit 3126

Cleaning kit 3116

Cleaning card CR80 (Moisturized) - sold in packs of 10 3089

HDP stands for "High Definition Printing" and this means that the 
machine prints on a transfer film which is then applied to the card. 
The technology provides superior print quality, higher reliability and 
durability, with increased security. Your photo ID card will have all these 
properties when you print and encode your cards with the HDP5000. 
Using High Definition Printing enables an image quality that looks more 
like a photo than a traditional ID card.

With a versatile modular design, it allows for variety as the customer 
might require change. Double input magazine, double-sided printing, 
single- or double-sided lamination and card encoding are all functions 
that can be upgraded when your needs arises. Installation and operation 
of the printer is very simple and intuitive, which means that you can 
start your production very quickly.

The FARGO HDP6600 is ideal for organizations of all sizes that need 
transmission technology to routinely issue secure and durable ID cards 
at high speeds. As a cost-effective, environmentally friendly and  
reliable solution, the HDP6600 provides high-resolution 600 dpi  
printing capacity for superior text and image quality.

Designed to meet the needs for cost and efficiency conscious  
organizations. The HDP6600 produces cards at incredible speed and 
utilizes HID's innovative waste-free lamination technology. It helps you 
lower your high-volume lamination costs by up to 40%.

HDP6600

 
 

HDP6600

Description Part No.

Plastic card printer  HDP6600 Double sided, Mifare™/Magnetic 
with lamination

3875

ACCESSORIES

Description Part No.

Ribbon YMCK (750)  HDP6600 3880

Ribbon YMCKK (600)  HDP6600 3881

Transfer film (1500)  HDP6600 3885

Lamination 1,0 mil (10000) HDP6600 3888

Cleaning kit 3889

Cleaning card CR80 (Moisturized) - sold in packs of 10 3089
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